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Displaying the Dark Ages in Museums

engagement with the ‘Dark Ages’.

Introduction: The Early Middle Ages in English Museums

et al. 

et al. 

changing since particular museums have experienced heated controversies surrounding early medieval 

remains in the Vikings: Beyond the Legend 

of re-enactors and others incorporated into the Meet the Vikings 

et al. 
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current climate of academic and public debate prompts us whether a systematic comparative evaluation 

of out-dated research regarding ethnicity and gender roles in particular, and processes of migration, 

and engage local communities in their past as well as drawing in visitors and boost local economies and 

and Northumbria and their relationships and connections with North Wales and, from the 9th century, 

 

The Museum of Liverpool
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1

mixture revealed by place-names from the region supported by a distribution map of Norse place-names 

1  
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2

th-

et al. 

With brief text-panels, a video, a time-line format, and supporting photographs of actual and replica 

nested scales and temporalities are incorporated into this small display and there is considerable text 

of showing archaeological evidence from the locality and to meet the needs of primary school visits 

Liverpool’s World Museum

2  
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 Still, the potential exists to enrich such 

redesigning their website and the new collections pages will enable more images and multiple 

to early medieval material culture and mortuary practices, including the roles of items in negotiating and 

point for broader geographic and temporal narratives for southern and eastern Britain in the 5th, 6th 

faith and religious organisation, craft activities and trade, dialogues with the dead, diaspora and slavery 
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Chester’s Grosvenor Museum

4

the Aethelmund stone, and a painted replica of an early medieval stone from Neston (see Sassin this 

4  
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centuries a commonality of memorial function as well as lithic medium, but reveal through their 

Discussion

the stone sculpture has been displayed, lit and captioned relatively recently with a clear sense of the 

heritage interpretations effectively connected to their part in the story of the broader hinterland of 

readily used as an advantage to discuss inter-regional and international connections of the early Anglo-

incorporating the early medieval past more robustly and clearly into permanent exhibitions on 
-

plays might involve innovative and up-to-date text and graphics to clearly explain the period 

-
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5

connecting the early medieval collections to innovative themed temporary displays, as done 
so effectively for the and 

creating a North West digital early medieval museum, which would curate richer online re-

be valuably utilised in dispelling popular notions regarding the moribund nature of the period 
and popular disengagement from it;6

rural settlements revealed by place-names and archaeological evidence as well as the afore-

 app for mobile 

7

-

to the origin of the wealth represented by the hoard, the reasons for hiding it, or any mention of its 

exchange of which is it a small part, and the resultant cultural diversity and understanding that must 
-

nity to inform and educate more inclusively and far beyond promoting out-dated stereotypes of the 
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